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A partial ordering is defined for monotone projections on a lattice, such that the set of these 
mappings is a lattice which is isomorphic to a sublattice of the partition lattice. 
1. Introduction 
In a recent paper [2] Lee has given a description of a lattice of mappings on a 
finite set N={l, 2,. . . , n} which is isomorphic to the partition lattice of N. In this 
paper we give a similar description for a convex sublattice of partitions. Recall 
that convex means: if a and a’ belong to a certain element of a given partition of 
N and if a s b c a’, then also b belongs to that element. 
From this definition one sees that the natural ordering on N will play a role. 
However, a close look at Lee’s paper reveals that there too the ordering on N 
plays a role, e.g. in the definition of the mappings [2,§2]. So we are led to 
consider a more general situation, namely we study partitions on a lattice 7’ 
(instead of N), subject to certain restrictions which are fulfilled in the case of a 
finite totally ordered set. 
In this paper T will always denote a lattice with a zero (0), satisfying the 
descending chain condition (D.C.C.): If to, tl, tZ, . . . E T, to 2 tl a t2 s + - - , then 
there exists a number k such that tk = tk+l = - - * . 
A partition of a set S is a set p of nonempty pair-wise disjoint subsets of S 
whose union is S. If sl, s2 E S belong to the same member of p we write s1 = s2(p). 
Part(S) denotes the set of all partitions of S, partially ordered by 
Part(S) with this partial ordering forms a lattice, called the partition lattice of S. If 
pl, p2~ Part(S), their join (v) is defined as follows: s = s’(p,vp,) iff there is a 
natural number n, indices io, il, . . . , i, E {1,2}, and to, . . . , L+~ E S such that s = to, 
s’= ~+l, tj z tj+l(pi,), OGjS n. The meet (A) in Part(S) is defined by: s = 
s’(pl opt) iff s = s’(p& and s = s’(p2). Finally, Part(S) has a zero, namely the 
partition consisting of all singletons, and a unit, namely the partition consisting of 
the single set S, (cf. [1, p. 1921). 
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As a general reference to lattice theory we take Gratzer’s book [l]. We would 
like to thank the referee for his remarks on the style of this article. 
2. A subMice of the part&n lattice on T 
2.1. De&&on. We denote by P(T) the collection of all partitions p of T which 
satisfy the following: For every Ai, Aj E p we have: 
(Pl) Ai has a least element, denoted M(Ai). 
(P2) If t s t’ for some t E Ai and for some t’~ Aj, then M(Ai) SM(Aj). 
Remark that (P2) always implies’(P2’): 
(P2’) Ai is convex, i.e. if t, t’ E Ai and t s s s t’, then s E Ai. 
For t <s s t’ implies: M(Ai) d m(s) 5M(Ai), where m(s) denotes the least ele- 
ment of the set Aj to which s belongs. SO M(Ai) = m(s) and s belongs to Ai. In 
the case T=N={l,. . . , n) (Pl) is automatically satisfied and (P2) is equivalent 
with (P2’). 
If t E T we denote by mj(t) the least element of the set to which t belongs in the 
partition pj, i = 1,2; pj E P(T). 
2.2. Lemma. Consider the fo22owing descending chains 
and 
t==m,(t)zwa&n*(t))~- * *. 
Then m(t) = m’(t), where m(t) and m’(t) denote the least elements of these two 
chains. 
Proof. We remark first that m(t) and m’(t) exist as 7’ satisfies the D.C.C. Every 
element of the two chains is characterized by a number, e.g. ml(m2(ml(t))) is 
characterized by 121. Moreover, if two such numbers satisfy nl an2, then the 
corresponding elements of the chains are related by the opposite inequality, 
except when nl and n2 have the same number of digits (in which case the 
corresponding elements might even be incomparable). 
Now, let n be the smallest number such that the corresponding element is m(t), 
and likewise for n’ and m’(t). Suppose n an’, and n and n’ have a different 
number of digits, then m(t)< m’(t), but there exists a number c of the form 
- - - 1212 such that n <c, which yields m(t)2 m’(t), so m(t) = m’(t). In the case n 
and n’ have the same number of digits the argument can easily be adapted. 0 
2.3. Theorem. The set P(T) as defined in 2.1 is a (0, 1}-sublattice of Part (T). 
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Proof. It is easy to see that the zero and unit of Part(T) belong to P(T). The 
problem is to show that the join and meet of two elements of P(T) still belong to 
P(T). 
Let US first consider p1 /\p2; pl, p2 E P(T). If Ai E p1 /\p2, take t E Ai and 
consider m,(t) v m2(t) where mj(t) is the least element of the class to which t 
belongs in pi, i = 1,2. If t f t’(pl A&, then 
t’~m,(t) (as t’= t(pi)) and t’3nr2(t) (t’=t(p2)). 
So t’am1(t)vm2(t). In particular 
t~m1(t)vm2(t)~m1(t) and t~rn,(t)~rn~(t)~:~(t). 
SO ml(t)vm2(t) is M(Ai) in p1/\p2. 
Further, if t d t’, t E Ai, t’~ Ak in p1 Ap2, then 
m1(t)~m1(t’)~rrr1(t’)vm2(t’) and m2(t)~~2(t’)<m,(t’)vm2(t’). 
Hence m~(t)~m2(t)~m~(t’)vm~(t’) or M(Ai)sM(A,). 
We now show that also pl vp, E P(T) for pl, p2 E P(T). Suppose t = t’(pl vpJ, 
then m(t), as defined in Lemma 2.2, is the least element of this class. For let 
to, * * - 7 &+I be as in the introduction, so 
t = to, to= tl(pi), tl= t2(p2), . . . , &+I = t’. 
(We have chosen i. to be 1 and further 4 # i;+1, which is always possible.) Then 
m,(tJ = ml(t), further: 
m2@2) = m201) 3 m2h(O = m2h(O>. 
So applying consecutively m I and rn2 on both sides (and running through 
to, . * * , k+&, we obtain after a finite number of times that m(t’) 2 m(t). However, 
starting with t’ instead of t yields the opposite inequality so m(t) = m(t’). (Remark 
that Lemma 2.2 is used in the fact that it does not matter whether i. = 1 or 2.) As 
m(t) G t, and as m(t) belongs to the same class as t, this proves (Pl) for p1 VP,. 
Further, t G t’ obviously yields m(t) s m(f’). This proves the theorem. Cl 
3. Construction of a lattice of mappings on T 
3.1. De&&ion. Let F(T) be the collection of all mappings f from T to itself 
which satisfy the following requirements: 
(Fl) order-preserving: Vt, t’ E T: t < t’ 3 f(t) < f( t’), 
(F2) contractive: Vt E T: f(t) =Z t, 
(F3) idempotent: Vt E T: f(t) = f(t). 
Remark. The set F(T) is in general not closed under the composition of mappings. 
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Let 7’ = { 1,2,3} with the usual ordering; let 
f,(3) = 3, fi(2) = 1 7 fi(U = 1 
and 
f*(3) = 2 7 f&) = 2, f*(l) = 1. 
then 
&fi)(3 = 2, wm = 1, &fN) = 1 
and 
&fi)“(3) = 1# 2 = &M(3). 
One can easily show that F(T) is closed under the composition of maps if and 
only if the length of T (cf. [l, p. 21) is smaller than or equal to 1. 
3.3. DefMtion. For fi, f2E F(T), the .binary relation fi s f2 is defined by 
Vt, t’E T: f1(t) = f#‘) =$ j*(t) = f*(t’). 
3.4. Propo&kn. For f 1, f2 E F(T) the following are equivalent: 
(9 fl sf2. 
. 
(ii) f2fl = f2. 
(iii) Vt E T: f*(t) =S fi(t). 
Proof. (i) e3 (ii). This is [2, Theorem 11. 
(ii) H (iii). (*). Th is is [2, Corollary 11. 
(t). f*(t) s fi(t) implies that 
f*(f*w)~f*v&)) (by (W 
or 
f*(t) ~f*MO) (by (F3)) 
On the other hand we always have fi(t) c t (by (F2)), and hence f2(fl(t)) s f*(t) 
(by (Fl)), so fh = f2. 0 
3.5. Corollary. (F(T), -) K is a bounded pose?; 0 is the mapping f(t) = t, Vt E T; 1 is 
the mapping f(t) = 0 (in T), Vt E 7’. 
We will define a meet and a join in F(T) so that F(T) will become a lattice. 
3.6. De6nXon. If fl, f2 E F(T), we define a mapping m on T by 
VIE T: m(t) = fi(t)vf2(t). 
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We will show in the following proposition that m is well-defined in F(T) and is 
the meet of fi and f2. Hence we will denote it by f1 off. 
3.7. proposition. The mapping m is the meet of fl and f2 in F(T), S. 
Proof. We first show that m E F(T). 
(Fl) If t G t’, then 
fiW ~fl(O ~flW VW), 
and also 
fAt) ==f&‘) of&‘) vfzdf’). 
Hence fi(t) &(f) cfi(t’) vfi(t’) or m(t) s m(t’). 
(F2) We know that fi(t)< t and f2(f)s t. Hence 
~w=flwf2w-. 
(F3) By (Fl) & (F2) we know already that m(m(t))<m(t). Now 
So m2(t) = m(t), for every t E T. 
Further, we know that met, t E T; so fl(m(t))df,(t); but also fi(t)s m(t) 
(=fdt) vfh)); so f&(t)) sfhdt)) or f-h) ~fi(m(t)), which shows that fim = fi 
or m sfi. Similarly one shows that m <f2. 
Finally, we have to show that if h E F(T) and h sfi, h c f2 then h G m. Now, 
h sfi implies that fib = fi ; similarly f& = f2; so for t E T: 
3.8. De&&ion. If fl, f2 E F(T), we define a mapping i on T by 
W E T: j(t) = fl(t) &(t). 
Then we put j(t) = p(t), where i%(t) = i_““(t) = - - - (7 = identity). Remark that 
such a number k exists for every t, as 7 is contractive (see below) and T satisfies 
the D.C.C. 
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The following proposition shows that i is the join of fi and f2, hence we will 
denote it by fi vf2. 
3.9. proposition. The mapping i is the join of fl and f2 in F(T). 
Proof. (Fl) Suppose that Tut’ in T, then 
fiW A f*(t) ~f*W ~fi0') and f&) AfAt) sf2W ~f20’). 
Hence T(t) G T(t’). Applying this inequality a finite number of times yield i(t) < 
i(t’). 
(F2) We know that fi(t) G t, f2(t) 5 t, hence F(t) < t and hence also i(t) < t. 
(F3) By the construction of i it is obvious that i2(t) = i(t), for every t E T. 
Further, we obtain that i(t)< Tuft, t E T. So 
G(t)) s i(fi(0), or i(t) +M0). 
But also fi(t)st and thus i(fi(t))<i(t). 
This shows that i = if1 or f, s i. Similarly we obtain that f2 <i. 
Suppose now that h E F(T), h 2 fi and h *f2; then Th = h for take t’ = h(t) and 
suppose that T(h(t))<h(t). Then fi(t’)<t’ or f2(t’)<t’ (or both). 
Suppose fl(t’)<t’, then h(t’)6fl(t’)<t’ (Proposition 3.4) or h(t)<h(t), which is 
a contradiction. So Th = h. . 
Now, h(t) GfiW, t E 7’; h(t) ~fA0, so h(t)s T(t), and hence h(t) = T(h(t))< 
T( T( t)). Applying this inequality a finite number of times yields h(t) G j( t) or 
haj. El 
The preceding propositions yield the following result. 
3.10. Theorem. {F(T), v, A} is u (0, 1}-lattice. 
4. The isomorphism theorem 
In this section we will show that the lattices P(T) and F(T) are isomorphic. 
4.1. DeMtion. For a given partition p E P(T), the mapping fP : T ---, T defined by 
f,(t)=M(A), if SEA, AE~; 
is called the representation of p. By the isomorphism we are going to show, every 
partition has a unique representation by a mapping belonging to F(T). 
4.2. Lemma. If p E P(T), then fp E F(T). 
Proof. Obviously, f,(t) s t, t E T; further, it follows from (P2) that t G t’ implies 
&,(t) sfP (t’). Finally, it is also obvious that f: = fP. 0 
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p = { A.B.C} E PITI c--t f E FITi 
Fig. 1. 
4.3. IMuiHon. For a given f E F(T) we define a partition pf of 7’ by the rule: 
t = t’(pf) iff f(t) = f( t’). 
4.4. w. The partition pf, defined by f E F(T), beZongs to P(T). 
Proof. (Pl) We denote by At E pf, the set {t’ E T; f(t) = f(t’)}. Then f(t) = M(A,) 
for f(f(t)) = f(t), so f(t) E A,, and for t’ E A, one has: f(t) = f(t’) s t’. 
(l’2) If SEA,, ~‘EA,‘, tdt’ then f(t)sf(t’) or M(A,)sM(A,.). 0 
4.5. lborem. The mapping f E F(T) + pf E P(T) is an order-preserving bijection ; 
its inverse is p E P(T) + fP E F(T), which is also order-preseruing. Hence P(T) and 
F(T) are isomorphic lattices. (See Fig. 1.) 
Proof. One easily verifies that pfP = p and that fp, = f, which shows the bijectivity. 
Now, we will show that f ---, pf preserves the partial ordering. Let fi, f2 E F(T) and 
fi sf2; then t and t’ belong to the same class in the partition pf, if fi(t) = fi(t’). But 
this implies that fi(t) = f*(t’), so pfI s pfZ. 
Conversely, if p 1 s p2 in P(T), then f,,(t) = &(t’) implies that t and t’ belong to 
the same class in pl, hence they also belong to the same class in p2, so 
f,(t) = f%(t)) or fP, sfpz. This proves the isomorphism. El 
Remark that this isomorphism maps zero to zero and unit to unit. Further, in 
the case of a finite totally ordered set (1, . . . , n}, fi vf2 and fI Af2 can be 
computed in a similar (and easier) way as in [2, §4]. 
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